Build The Wall, and The King Of The South

In Daniel 11, we read about the king of the south, which Christians today believe are the Muslims or the antichrist. (Click here for a Google search.) They believe that a present-day enemy will attack Israel. While this will never happen, they are at least accurate that the fulfillment of Daniel 11 should be today, in our time. Here’s why.

Very simply, when you go to the next and final chapter, in Daniel 12:4 we read: “But as for you, Daniel, conceal these words and seal up the book until the end of time; many will go back and forth, and knowledge will increase.” And in verse nine, we read: “Go your way, Daniel, for these words are concealed and sealed up until the end time.” And most importantly from the perspective of the Bride, verse ten adds: “Many will be purged, purified, and refined, but the wicked will act wickedly; and none of the wicked will understand, but those who have insight will understand.” The “purged, purified, and refined” are certainly the Bride who makes herself ready under the watchful care of the Elijah, of whom we fittingly read: “But who can endure the day of his coming? And who can stand when he appears? For he is like a refiner’s fire and like fullers’ soap” (Malachi 3:2). And you will notice as well that during this time, knowledge will increase. Bride truth is truth that has NEVER before been seen or revealed, evidencing that this is in fact the end time. And next will be the Millennial Reign of Immanuel.

So we see clearly that Daniel 11 and 12 are not fulfilled at the nation’s level by Muslims and Jews, but in the spiritual realm, in the kingdom of heaven realm. And all you have to do to know and understand this is to read Daniel 12:3: “Those who have insight will shine brightly like the brightness of the expanse of heaven, and those who lead the many to righteousness, like the stars forever and ever.” This is the Elijah and the Bride.

So we ask: What and how will be the fulfillment of Daniel 11? In order to answer this, let us examine yet another most revealing and timely testimony concerning the true answer. Here again we will look at something at the nations level.

Donald Trump has the unique testimony of being Yahshua—the man with a head of gold (hair). And what is the greatest battle he is facing right now, even within his own party? Building the wall at our southern border. In fact, that was the central promise of his campaign. But the problem is, the feminine Democrats, as well as those in his own party, oppose him—all of this opposition coming down to want of power and money.

So, why do I bring this up? Because America is the kingdom of heaven at the nation’s level. And as such, it reveals what is going on in the church, which is lawlessness that corrupts the kingdom. How so? Here again it comes down to power and money, and a willingness to compromise, and effect lawlessness in order to obtain these. How then do we see this evidenced in America today? The lawlessness of the king of the south—the invasion at our southern border.
The destructive lawlessness we are seeing per the king of the south with drugs and murder and rape and child prostitution is obvious and a blight upon our nation. And out of greed and power this is being ignored. And again, this is all performed out of lawlessness. So how does this relate to the church? It too performs the same practices. For want of success and pleasure, it too is lawless, and the king of the south comes storming in. And as with America, the church is equally corrupted. It brings in worldly music, an almost night-club atmosphere, fails to call people to righteousness, and more. If it did not do these things, it would lose its support base. Again, it is southern-border lawlessness. Just as there is rampant illegal immigration, so the church is practicing the same corruption. “That which has been is that which will be, and that which has been done is that which will be done. So there is nothing new under the sun” (Ecclesiastes 1:9).

So why doesn’t God put a stop to all of this? The answer is already provided for us. In Matthew 13:27-30 we read: “The slaves of the landowner came and said to him, ‘Sir, did you not sow good seed in your field? How then does it have tares?’ And he said to them, ‘An enemy has done this!’ The slaves said to him, ‘Do you want us, then, to go and gather them up?’ But he said, ‘No; for while you are gathering up the tares, you may uproot the wheat with them. Allow both to grow together until the harvest; and in the time of the harvest I will say to the reapers, “First gather up the tares and bind them in bundles to burn them up; but gather the wheat into my barn.”’” So He leaves the churches alone for a season to reveal what they truly are, but will separate out a people in His own time.

So, in His time God will indeed build a wall, and stop the illegal practices of the church, the true “America,” the kingdom of heaven. Whether Trump fails or succeeds is to be seen. But the true trump-et will sound and the Father will call to himself a holy people who walk in righteousness and do only the will of the Father and are a praise to His name. And when we return, the city foursquare that comes down from heaven will indeed have a wall—and not just one wall, or even two walls, but four “great and high” encompassing walls, seventy two yards thick and 1,500 miles high (Revelation 21:10-21)! So, who is against walls? Not God. He too builds a wall, a barrier, to sin and corruption—the very practices that equally demand a wall at none other than our southern border, to equally keep out sin and corruption and lawlessness. But the feminine Democrats want to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and pass it to the man so that he can be cursed as well. It’s time to say “NO” to lawlessness at all levels!

Thus, in conclusion we have the easily-deceived feminized Democrats, evidenced in part by its head being a woman—Nancy Pelosi. This entire matter is simply the Garden all over again. There are the masculine Republicans, some of whom listen to the voice of the woman as did Adam, and the feminine Democrats who are easily deceived and are NOT to be ruling. In fact, this today is nothing less than the continuation of the Curse of 1920. It’s government, folks. It’s all that simple.

So, once again we see the corrupting pattern of the Garden where the woman listens to Satan and eats of the forbidden fruit. And she tries to pass it along to the man. But the Dems are even worse than that. They are the rebellious woman who wants to rule—the very curse brought on the woman: “Your desire will be for the place of your husband,
but he will rule over you” (Genesis 3:16). This is what is needed today—in the home, in government, and in the church. May Yahweh’s will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.

Blessings,

Gary